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                                    REVISION: Relative pronouns and reduced relative clauses 
 

Exercise 1: Choose the correct answers 

1.Peter works for a company………………………………makes computers. 

A. which  B. who   C. whom   D. whose 

2.What is the name of the girl……………………bicycle was stolen? 

A. which  B. who   C. whom   D. whose 

3.The children, …………………parents work late, are taken home by bus. 

A. which  B. who   C. whom   D. whose 

4. Sam, …………………… you met yesterday, works in advertising. 

A. which  B. that   C. whom   D. X 

5.The place ………………………we spent our holiday was really beautiful. 

A. which  B. who   C. in where   D. where 

6.He will take us to the town…………………………we can see old temples. 

A. which  B. where  C. whom   D. in where 

7.I don’t like stories……………………………have an unhappy ending. 

A. that  B. who   C. whom   D. whose 

8.They would like to live in a country………………………there is plenty of snow in winter. 

A. which  B. where  C. whom   D. in where 

9.They took her to the International Hospital, …………………is only a mile away. 

A. which  B. who   C. whom   D. what 

10. My uncle, …………………you met at the party, is a lawyer. 

A. which  B. who   C. whom   D. that 

11. Dien Bien Phu is the place………………………our army won resounding victory in 1954. 

A. which  B. that    C. what   D. where 

12. The woman……………………son is studying at Hanoi University of Technology is a teacher. 

A. that  B. whose  C. which   D. who 

13. Hue city, …………………………is an old capital, attracts millions of tourists every year. 

A. which  B. who   C. whom   D. that 

14. This is the school ……………………my father used to teach. 

A. which  B. that    C. what   D. where 

15. A pilot is a person………………………flies a plane. 

A. that  B. whom  C. who    D. A & C 

16. He showed us the house in……………………he was born and grew up. 

A. which  B. in which  C. where   D. that 

17. The man ……………………bag is here has entered the room. 

A. that  B. who   C. whom   D. whose 

18. The artist, …………………paintings you bought, is a classmate of mine. 

A. whose  B. who   C. whom   D. that 

19. I don’t like people ………………………tell jokes all the time. 

A. which  B. who   C. whom   D. whose 

20. They have caught all the animals …………………escaped from the zoo. 

A. that  B. who   C. whom   D. whose 

21. There are several restaurant……………………do Sunday lunches. 

A. that  B. who   C. whom   D. X 

22. The old castle…………………we visited yesterday was really interesting. 

A. where  B. who   C. whom   D. which 

23. We don’t know the man …………………the police are questioning. 

A. X   B. which  C. what   D. whose 
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24. This is the bus …………………we are waiting for. 

A. that  B. who   C. whom   D. whose 

25. This is the bus for ……………………we are waiting. 

A. that  B. who   C. whom   D. which 

26. The sale manager is the person …………………… I got the figures from. 

A. that  B. who   C. whom   D. all are correct 

27. The sale manager is the person from…………………… I got the figures. 

A. that  B. who   C. whom   D. all are correct 

28. The plane ……………………has just taken off is an hour late. 

A. what  B. who   C. which   D. whose 

29. We passed the shops …………………..windows were decorated for Christmas. 

A. which  B. who   C. whom   D. whose 

30. My friend John, …………………works in the city, earns much more than I do. 

A. that  B. who   C. whom   D. whose 

 

Exercise 2: Choose the best answers 
1. Do you know the girl---------------------a long white dress? 

  A. wears  B. to wear  C. wear   D. wearing 

2. The house---------------------40 year ago is still in good condition. 

    A. which built B. to build  C. built   D. building 

3. I like the food-------------------by my mother. 

  A. was cooked B. cooked  C. which cooked  D. cooking 

4. The song “Happy New Year”------------------by ABBA has become popular all over the world. 

    A. sang  B. singing  C. sings   D. sung 

5. The man----------------at the blackboard is our teacher. 

   A. stood  B. stands  C. standing   D. to stand 

6. Armstrong was the first astronaut---------------------onto the moon. 

     A. to step  B. stepping  C. stepped   D. steps 

7. Most house---------------------in the suburbs have gardens. 

    A. situating B. to situate  C. were situated  D. situated 

8. The car---------------------toward us looks modern. 

     A. comes  B. coming  C. came   D. to come 

9. The bank manager was the second person--------------------by the robbers. 

     A. to be killed B. who killed  C. killing   D. kills 

10. The trees------------------our village are bamboo ones. 

    A. to surround B. surrounding C. surrounded   D. surround 

11. The people------------------in the accidents have been taken to Bach Mai hospital. 

   A. injured  B. injuring  C. to injure   D. injure 
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ĐÁP ÁN 

Exercise 1: Choose the correct answers 

1.A,   2. D.   3.D,   4. C,   5.D,   6.B,   7.A,   8.B,   9.A,   10.C,   11.D,   12.B,   13.A,   14.D,   15.C,   16.A 

17.D,  18.A,  19.B,  20.A, 21.A,   22.A,   23. A,   24.A,   25.D,   26.C,   27.C,   28.C,   29. D,   30.D 

Exercise 2: Choose the best answers 
1.D,  2.C,    3.B,   4.D,   5.C,   6.A,    7.D,   8.B,   9.A,    10.B,    11.A 

 


